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Disclaimer
This startup guide does not replace the Omron manuals concerning the safe startup of equipment.

Summary
The purpose of this paper
Use this as a guideline when configuring and programming an NJ controller so that you get the most out of the system in the least amount of time. The document is created from our programming experiences and may not be ideal for everyone but should provide a good start. This document covers the following stages of programming.

- Hardware and IO Selection and Configuration
- Programming
- Testing the program and the I/O
- Commis sioning
- Project Backup and Lockdown

Examples would be:
- Best addresses to use for servo and I/O style remote IO
- When to use remote or local I/O (not what you would think)
- How do I address the IO
- Best addressing conventions for I/O
- How best to store permanent setup data.

The structure is set out as follows:
- We mention networks, which ones are available to the NJ.
- Then the I/O is tackled. With tag based programming you need to set up the I/O to create the IO tag names. Some basic rules are given for I/O tag names since a lot of Omron programmers have not used them before. Local and remote I/O are discussed because local I/O on an NJ has no advantage over EtherCAT remote I/O.
- The next section talks about how to store permanent data within the program. Normally this would be done in battery backed memory but with the SD memory card there are better options.
- Next are the tasks. The NJ is a real time processor so it uses tasks instead of interrupts. This can drastically change your programming style so it is important to understand before you program.
- The next section talks about how to add or remove IO to an already installed system. This can affect how you set up the communications wiring for the system.
- Simulation tools for the NJ. Especially for new users it will prove advantageous to test your program to see how the variables work before you write a lot of code.
- Then last of all is how to back-up the program and add passwords.
Fastest Way to Get Started

The NJ uses tag based programming which may require a slightly different startup procedure than what you used on the CJ platform (similar to the Rockwell platform).

The Network configuration works a little different. You can add global variables at any time then change the variables “Network Publish” attribute to Publish, input, or output. So you do not need to create all you Network variables before you program.

The largest change is the naming of the I/O. The NJ does not use addresses like the CJ. Each I/O is assigned a name. To do this properly you need to create the IO table first. Creating the I/O table allows you to create the I/O names which in turn create the Global I/O variables you need to program.
Hardware and I/O Configuration

Network Configuration – Which Network to Use

NJ CPU Ethernet Port
If the NJ CPU is to be connected to the office network then this is the best port to use.
- The NJ SQL version uses this port to talk to the SQL server
- The FTP client and server services are attached to this port.
- The NJ NTP time service for the NJ Clock is on this port.
Other features of this port include:
- This is the only Ethernet port which supports programming of the NJ.
- This port supports socket services which allow you to communicate to devices that do not support Omron or CIP (EtherNet/IP) protocols.

NJ EtherCAT Port
Use the EtherCAT port for remote I/O and connecting to servos, drives, vision systems, and sensors.
All devices on the EtherCAT network - made by Omron - can be programmed using Sysmac Studio via the USB or Ethernet Ports on the CPU.
All data on this network is given highest priority and performance is in the order of 0.5 to 2ms to communicate with all the devices on this network.

Rack Mounted EtherNet/IP Cards
These CJ1W-EIP21 cards are high performance EtherNet/IP cards with and are best used to connect to other EtherNet/IP devices. They offer fast connection (0.5ms), up to 256 connections each, and up to 1444 byte packets. You can add up to 3 of these cards. You cannot program the NJ through these ports.
Please note that even though the EtherNet/IP card can log at 0.5ms it cannot talk to the NJ CPU that fast.
- Ideal for connect to OS32C-DM Safety Scanners
- Best for NJ to NJ or NJ to CJ connections
- Will connect to third party EtherNet/IP devices
- Can be used for HMI connections
- Supports older Omron FINS communications for use with older screens and SCADA.

 EtherCAT and EtherNet/IP Cable Colours
EtherNet/IP / EtherCAT cable colours.
- Blue for EtherCAT (because the external cables only come in blue). The Omron XS5W cables are rated for outside the control panel and are well made. Third party Ethernet cables have been problematic to this point in time on our EtherCAT devices. The cable family for inside the panels is the XS6W part numbers.
- Yellow for EtherNet/IP (because yellow is easy to get made locally). Locally made cables have been OK for EtherNet/IP outside the panel. Inside the panel we recommend the XSSW or XS6W cables.
Assigning More CPU Time to Communications

There are times when a lot of the work the CPU is trying to do is communications. Omron allows you to assign a greater percentage of the CPU time to communications (rather than the ladder and motion logic). This is done by changing the System Service Monitoring Settings.

A couple of things to note:

1) Communications are not serviced every scan (default is 10ms)
2) Communications are set as a percentage of the time used for ladder and motion.
3) This setting increases the time spent on EtherNet/IP ports and local IO and communications cards.
4) As you increase the percentage or decrease the interval you will affect the tasks workload. Use the task workload monitoring to make sure you are not overloading the tasks.

I/O Configuration

Selecting I/O Cards and Power for them

The NJ primarily supports many I/O systems but the two main systems are: The local CJ type I/O and the remote NX style I/O on EtherCAT.

The local CJ type I/O includes communication cards, digital I/O and analog I/O cards.

The communications cards make the NJ very versatile and include EtherNet/IP (which is also supports regular Ethernet with FIN’s protocol), PROFINET Master, DeviceNet Master, RS232, RS485 and RS422 dual port cards, and CANOPEN cards.

The local I/O cards use the older CJ type bus and the I/O type cards offer no advantage over the NX I/O in price, performance, or wiring density. There is no real reason to use them other than the fact that you might already own them or you prefer to wire to terminals instead of insertion blocks. The NX I/O are synchronous to scan while the local I/O can take several scans to reach the ladder processor.

The NX style I/O connects to an EtherCAT coupler which in turn is connected by an Ethernet type cable (very well shielded) to the EtherCAT port on the NJ. These couplers are typically daisy chained together on the EtherCAT network since each coupler has an in and out communications port. A “Junction Slave” (looks like an Ethernet switch but works in a very different way – the two are not interchangeable) can be used to create an octopus type connection which comes in useful if you wish to turn off or remove components from the network without disconnecting downward I/O.
The NX I/O is very price competitive and performance oriented. NX I/O is designed to update in a little as 250μs. Each NX I/O group typically has a coupler at the left end to connect to EtherCAT and then up to 63 I/O cards can be connected to each coupler. This makes for a potentially very large I/O system.

There are two power buses on this I/O system. One is for the I/O logic. After about ten I/O cards this bus reaches its limit and a bus power feed module is required to break the bus and supply power to all modules to the right of the power feed module.

The NX I/O also has I/O power on its backplane. Combined with I/O power modules many 0V, 24V, and shield connections can be brought to the front of the units eliminating the need for terminals and greatly increasing the neatness and density of the wiring.

**How to Configure the I/O Bus Power**

- If there are less than 8 I/O per coupler then you could assemble the I/O – configure the I/O using Sysmac Studio – connect to the NJ – “Compare and Merge with Actual Network Configuration” – to get the right version numbers of the I/O. (Why 8 I/O units per coupler – you will likely not need bus power units with 8 I/O or less.
- If there are more than 8 I/O units per coupler – configure the I/O using Sysmac Studio – Sysmac Studio will show you when to add bus power couplers to the system by showing a yellow triangle under the I/O cards where there is not enough power on the backplane. Please note that you must pay attention to the version numbers of the I/O. After configuring the I/O and attaching the I/O to the NJ then - “Compare and Merge with Actual Network Configuration” – to confirm the right version numbers of the I/O. Now you can name the I/O and configure the servo drives. Be sure to “Rebuild Controller” and download the program to the NJ after you “Compare and Merge with Actual Network”. Otherwise you will get an error because the I/O Tag names have not been updated in the NJ.

**I/O Power (New and Important)**

- The I/O has two basic inputs for power (Unit Power and I/O Power). By using separate power supplies for these two inputs you increase the noise resistance of the system. I/O can create noise that will reduce the ruggedness of the bus. (Some customers prefer to wire the inputs with the device power and keep the outputs on their own power supply. The disadvantage to inputs being on the same power as the bus is that a short on an input can cause the bus to go down or become intermittent making the job of finding the short much more difficult.
- I/O power also travels on the backplane. I/O current can only be determined when you know what the I/O is. Each IP Power Supply unit can feed 4 amps to the backplane (some can deliver 10 amps). To determine how many of these units you will need to know the loads being connected to the I/O.
- I/O power modules are also a great way to separate input, output, and analog power supplies. Do not forget the shield unit which gives you a place to connect the shield wiring – and you can put one beside each analog unit greatly improving the look of the wiring and reduce the time it takes to put extensions on the shield wiring to get it to a ground terminal.
There are Two Ways to Address the EtherCAT I/O Units

- One is to use the rotary switches on the I/O to create I/O addresses. Note that 0 (default) is not valid. Addresses 1 to 64 should be reserved for drives and servo units. These can be reassigned to I/O if drives and servos do not use them all. Addresses 65 to 99 should be used for I/O (drives and servo units cannot use these addresses).
- The other way is to use Sysmac Studio to assign addresses. Set the I/O Unit’s rotary switch to 00. With this system the drives are still primarily 1 to 64 but the remote I/O can go to 192. (Both methods require that the units be wired (communications) in the correct order which is the same order as seen in the Sysmac Studio configuration screen.
- Drives can only be node numbers 1 to 99. (Section 5-1-1 of I576) Only node numbers 1 to 64 can be mapped to an axis.

When Adding a Junction Unit (Splitter)

You need to assign an IP address manually. There are no node number switches on the Junction Unit and Sysmac Studio will not assign one automatically.

Please note that the 6-port Junction Slave uses two node addresses as seen in green at left. The 3-port Junction Slave is circled in orange and only has one node address.
Once you have set the addresses you should click on the NJ then right click and select “Write Slave Node address.

Physical Order and Location of I/O Considerations

- On the EtherCAT network order typically does not matter but within the coupler - by grouping inputs – outputs – and analog I/O – you can give each of them their own power supply. This reduces noise into the analog circuits from the digital circuits and stops outputs from causing spikes and tripping inputs. (NX-PF0630 or NX-PF0730) Pay attention to the maximum current on these modules PF630 is 4A and the PF730 is 10A.
- Using the power supply connection I/O units (NX-PC0010, NX-PC0020 and NX-PC0030) right beside the input or output card allows the 3 wire sensor cable sheath to be left on the wire right up to the input module.
- Using the Shielding Power Supply Connection (NX-TBX01) allows the shielding wire to follow the analog signal wires right up to the input module. Much neater and better shielding.
- The Safety CPU and I/O can be placed anywhere on the NX network. But do not put the safety CPU on a node you may wish to disable and try not to put safety I/O on nodes that you want to disable now and then. The safety program can detect disabled nodes and not run that part of the program – but it makes the program harder to write.

EtherCAT I/O and Task Synchronization

Omron EtherCAT I/O is synchronous with the main task by default. This is true even if the main task is set to 0.25μs (0.5μs in the slower CPU’s). You can attach an I/O block to one of the other tasks which means it would be synchronous with that task. The I/O block/servo can only be used in the task it was assigned to be synchronous with.
EtherNet/IP Port for EtherNet/IP Remote I/O
The EtherNet/IP port supports socket services (no protocol UDP or TCP/IP communications) which is very useful for third party Ethernet products. The same port supports EtherNet/IP communications. Omron uses EDS files for I/O. The polling rate for each I/O is set independently down to 1ms. The EtherNet/IP I/O is synchronous with the main task but may not refresh every execution of the main task. (The I/O will not change state during the main tasks execution.)

Configuring EtherNet/IP IO
Starting with version 1.10 Sysmac Studio can configure EtherNet/IP connections.

Other Remote I/O for the NJ
Most of the CJ communications cards work on the NJ and make the NJ very versatile and include EtherNet/IP (which also supports regular Ethernet with FIN’s protocol), PROFINET Master, DeviceNet Master, RS232, RS485 and RS422 dual port cards, and CANOPEN cards.

The NJ Ethernet port also supports socket services which allow the user to build his own protocol and talk to third party devices which do not support EIP or Omron protocols. The UDP and TCP/IP sockets are very useful for Ethernet communications to bar code readers, vision systems, and printers.
I/O Labeling Conventions

For All Users, but Especially Omron CJ Users

The NJ does not use rack, slot, and I/O numbering systems so the following is recommended for the tag names.

1. For EtherCAT I/O:  ect_<Ndxxx..f.yy.zz> (xxx=node, f=I for in and Q for out, yy=slot, zz=I/O) this is not how Sysmac Studio auto names the I/O. When you add IO to EtherCAT it will automatically show up in the I/O map. This includes servo, drive, NX I/O, vision, and measurement sensors.

2. For EtherNet/IP I/O:  eip_<Ndxxx..f.yy.zz> (xxx=node, f=I for in and Q for out, yy=slot, zz=I/O)

3. For the HMI:  hmi_ (please note that the “create device variable” automatic naming tool in Sysmac Studio adds the “name” of the NJ processor to the front of the variable names from the NJ in the NA variable mapping.)

4. For DeviceNet:  dn_<Ndxxx..f.yy.zz> (xxx=node, f=I for in and Q for out, yy=slot, zz=I/O)

5. For PROFINET:  pn_<Ndxxx..f.yy.zz> (xxx=node, f=I for in and Q for out, yy=slot, zz=I/O)

6. For PROFIBUS:  pb_<Ndxxx..f.yy.zz> (xxx=node, f=I for in and Q for out, yy=slot, zz=I/O)
Especially for Rockwell Programmers

Some programmers add code at the beginning of the Rockwell program to capture the state of the I/O at the beginning of the program execution and keeping the state of the I/O the same for the entire execution of the program. This is done because the I/O and the program are not synchronous.

- Omron allows you to connect the I/O to a task. Programs are put in the tasks. In this way the I/O status will not change during the execution of a program. The task and the I/O refresh will become synchronous. The above Rockwell code is not needed.
- Typically all I/O is attached to the main task and therefore by default is synchronous with the main task and all programs in it.

For more information - see “Programs and Tasks” – “I/O Task Relationships” later in this manual. Some programmers add timers at the beginning of the program to capture the state of the I/O and put filters on the I/O. Similar to the point above, this adds the filter option at the same time.

- Assign the I/O block to the task that contains the program that will use the I/O to fix the first problem.
- Each I/O has a filter setup in the I/O setup area. When looking at the I/O go into the “Edit Unit Operation Settings” area. Typical settings are from no filter, 0.25μs, 0.5μs ... up to 256ms. This removes the need for the timers.
- Note that you can have just an Off filter. You can use this to catch a pulse and hold it On until the NJ has time to scan the I/O.

The best way to store permanent data like Recipes or setup parameters on an NJ processor is to put them all in one variable or array and store them to the SD card using a program in the NJ.

This method offers a couple of advantages over other methods.
1. The data is stored on the SD card and will not be lost even if the CPU dies.
2. You can store several versions of the data which allows you to go back and retrieve previous versions if the current version seems incorrect. (To do this you should make part of the file name a date stamp.)
3. The program can also be stored on the same SD card. By putting the SD card in a new processor the program, setup, and backed up data can be restored without using Sysmac Studio.
4. You can remove the SD card to copy the files to your laptop.
5. You can transfer the files out of the SD card using FTP from a remote laptop.
6. Using an event input you can make the NJ transfer the file automatically via FTP to a server so you have a record of all the changes. You may want to add operator name to the file.
7. You can read the data back into the variable area using code and a button on the operator screen.
Especially for Siemens Programmers

There is a difference in specifying structured variables. In the Siemens Portal V13 software, when you are trying to use a “TUSEND” instruction (or one like it) your structured variable must be created as a “data block” under the “program blocks”. This happens because some of the data types required by the “TUSEND” type instruction are only found in the “data block” – they are not found in the “PLC Tags” area.

In Omron there are a couple of differences when using this type of instruction.

1. All instructions are in the Sysmac Studio editor – they do not have to be brought into the project.
2. All data types for all instructions are available at all times.
3. Sysmac Studio does not have data blocks. You can create a structure and then create a variable (global or local) that uses that structure.
4. In Sysmac Studio a structure can be made up of internal variables and other structures.
Creating Global Variables

The best way to create global variables is to create them in the global variable area first. When editing online, create a global variable by adding it to the global variable area before using it in the program.

- Motion variables (tags) are created automatically as shown on the first 5 lines below.
- Cam variables are created automatically as shown on lines 11 to 13 below.
- Local I/O and EtherCAT I/O are created in the I/O table – go there to give them names.
- The variables (tags) that you create here are for internal global use, for variables used to connect the NA and NS HMIs, and for EtherNet/IP variables.

To Move a Local Variable to Global Variable

1. View
2. Variable Manager
3. In the top left corner select the local program
4. Left click on the variable in question
5. Right click and select “Move Variable to Global”

Notes:
You can put the variables in alphabetical order by clicking on the “Name” title. You can delete unused variables on this screen.
Global Variables for the NA HMI

All global variables in the NJ program are visible in the NA variable table. They do not need to be published.

Global Variables for the NS Screen

You set the variables you need to “Publish Only”, “Input”, or “Output”. You then go “tools”, “Export Global Variables”, “CX-Designer”. Publish Only means in and out.
Now you go to CX-Designer and import the global variables

Global Variables for EtherNet/IP Data Link

You define a global variable under “Programming – Data – Global Variables”.

If you are using EtherNet/IP data link then you must specify input if it is being used as an input or output. (It cannot be both).
Programming
Programs and Tasks

Primary Task (0.5ms to 4ms – only one primary task)
- All motion commands must be in the primary task.
- All motion drives and servo amplifiers must be in the primary task. (A drive not attached to a motion profile does not have to be in the primary task.) This is set in “Configurations and Setup” – “Task Settings” – “I/O Control Task Settings” – under the EtherCAT master.

Tasks with Priority 16, 17, and 18 (One task for each priority 1 to 100ms)
These are periodic tasks and useful to reduce the load on the primary task. Useful for slower communications programs, HMI routines, and slower push button type I/O.

Event Tasks with Priority 8 or 48 (32 of them)
At the moment these tasks are triggered by an instruction or when a variable expression is true. There are no I/O triggered even tasks at this time.

I/O Task Relationships
- I/O can only be used in a program assigned to the same task as the I/O.
- You would assign the program and I/O to a slower task in order to keep the main task running fast and because the program you are running does not need to run that fast. An example is a remote push button station. The I/O and task could run as slow as 100ms – nobody would notice. Another example would be the code to control the HMI. A third example would be a lot of math for setup calibration.
- Why assign I/O to a slower task? So that it does not change state halfway through the task. If the I/O is refreshed with a faster task – the I/O can change state every time that task runs. Programmers typically do not like an I/O changing state partially through a program.
Storing Permanent Data on the NJ

The best way to store permanent data on the NJ is to put it in one variable and then store it on the memory card using the File read and Write commands. Store the current data to a fixed file name. That way you know which file to read to get the data back. By creating another file with the date as part of the filename – you can have a history of setup data which may come in handy if you the data becomes contaminated. Sysmac Studio can look at the files – then you can just rename the file you want so the CPU can read it.

When you upgrade the firmware version of the CPU and sometimes the program – you can lose permanent data on the CPU.

The file memory card (SD card) can then be also be put in a new CPU and the variables restored. The memory card can also have a backup program with the program and NJ and I/O configuration data. The next chapter shows how to send data to and from the SD card in the NJ CPU.

Reading Data from a File (SD card located in SD slot on NJ CPU)

File Read and Write

FileOpen is used to open the file. FileSeek can be used to point at a given line in the file. FilePut and FileGet are used to write or read data to/from the file. Here is an example of a file write where the first instruction changes the variable of user data type to a string with commas between the variables, the second box adds the carriage return line feed and the third box actually writes the data to a file.
Converting Read and Write Text Strings to Variable Data

The NJ has a very powerful instruction for interpreting data from a .csv file. The “SubDelimiter” function. You can also take a variable of custom data type and convert to text ready to be sent to a file using the AddDelimiter function.

For example:
The first line of the file is Bob,5,182.3,True
With the SubDelimiter instruction you create a variable with a custom data type like so:
Variable: TextStringConverted which would be of type TextStringConverted_Struct
Data Type: TextStringConverted_Struct with members
Name of base type “String[256]”
    Age of base type “INT”
    Height of base type “REAL”
    Male of base type “BOOL”

Scan Times

How a PID instruction Affects Scan Time
My testing showed 10 loops ran an average of 218μs. Peak was 315μs.

How “Auto Tune” Affects Scan Time
There is no scan time value for instructions on the NJ. But testing at the factory has shown that initiating 90 auto tune loops at the same time added about 3ms to the scan time. This could be a problem if you put them in the main task. It is also important to know that you should not run a PID loop (actually the auto tune PID loops) in a scan that runs slower than 8ms.
My actual testing showed 10 loops auto tuning gave a scan time of 259μs (up from 218μs for just the PID loop) for about two seconds till the PID tuning was complete.
Adding and Removing EtherCAT I/O

Adding NX I/O

Notes:

- You cannot add an NX I/O bank online if it was not previously in the I/O table.
- You cannot add an NX I/O card online.
- You can add an NX I/O bank – disable it while online or offline – remove the bank - run the machine without it – then put the NX I/O bank back in (online) at a later time.
- You can put a blank in the I/O table and then add the I/O card later. This allows you to insert a known card into the bank at a later date.
- To add an NX I/O card you can add the card. Compare and merge with a scan of the network or add it manually. **You need to compile the program and then download it to the NJ.** Otherwise you will keep getting an I/O card not configured properly type error.
G5 Servos

Addressing

Servos should be nodes 1 to 64 (or the maximum number your NJ can handle). The “Motion Control Setup” attaches the servos to axis so the order of the node numbers does not matter unless you want the node number to match the “Axis” number. The servo will be referred to by an axis number and name in the program.

Servo motors used with the motion instructions must be attached to the main axis in the program for I/O refresh. The servo programs must always be in the primary task.

Adding to I/O Table

Just add the servo to the EtherCAT network like any other I/O. G5 servos can only be added to the EtherCAT network. Servos to be used with the motion instructions can only be added to the EtherCAT network.
**MX2 Inverter Drive**

**Add the Drive to I/O Table**

There is a quick start manual P521 for starting an MX2 on EtherCAT. Manual I574 is the user manual for the MX2 EtherCAT module. MX2 Drives should be node numbers 00 to 99 (all the rotary switches will accept).

Go to “Configurations and Setup – EtherCAT” and then go to the right side of the page and pick “Frequency Inverter” and then in the lower box pick “3G3AX-MX2-ECT”.

**Configure the Drive I/O**

Then you go to “Configurations and Setup – I/O Map”

You will find the MX2 and see a list of variables available for the MX2. To use these variables in your program you must give a tag name in the “Variable” column.

The “W” type command word:

- Bit 0: 0=stop, 1=Forward
- Bit 1: 0=stop, 1=Reverse
- Bit 7: 1=Reset errors on ECAT unit and MX2. (Rising Edge)

The “W” type Frequency Reference is in 0.01Hz units.

The “R” type Status Word

- Bit 0: 0 for stop or reverse, 1 for forward
- Bit 1: 0 for stop or forward, 1 for reverse
- Bit 3: Fault
- Bit 7: Warning

- Bit 9: 0=Local (Digital Inputs controlled), 1=Remote (EtherCAT controlled)
- Bit 12: 0= accel or decel, 1=at set speed
Bit 15: 0=ok, 1=EtherCAT communications lost.
The “R” type Output Frequency Monitor in 0.00Hz units.
Note: If you put the drive in high speed mode the Frequency units will be 000.0Hz.

Configure the Drive
In the drive set:
A001 = 04 option board
A002 = 04 option board
C102 = 03 Trip reset only (you might need to set B037=1 to see this parameter.
P012 can be 00 or 02.
You cannot control motor 2 with the EtherCAT option board.
Testing Offline
Simulation
Sysmac Studio can program the NJ and the HMI (NA or NS). Sysmac Studio can also run all three in simulation mode. Simulation mode is useful for getting used to the NJ instruction set and to test the HMI abilities and communications to the NJ. The NA is much more capable at moving all the NJ data types back and forth so if you are using an NS the simulation is great for testing the data types. Sysmac Studio can even make the simulations talk to each other (NJ to NS or NJ to NA). Sysmac Studio directly programs the NJ and NA and the variables are automatically mapped from NJ to NA. With the NS you need to export and import the variables.

It is important to note that the NJ simulation can run in continuous, single scan, or even with breakpoints.
Commissioning

Commissioning G5 Servos

To test the servo this is the screen we want – where we can manually control the motor to test speed, calibration, and direction.

You should get a screen like this one that shows you the status of your end limits and origin sensors etc. At the bottom of the screen are some numbers you need to enter. The Target Velocity, Acceleration, and Deceleration need to be set. Set a value that will turn the motor at about 1 revolution per second. That way the jog buttons just to the right can be used to test the motor to see if it turns, does it turn the right direction, etc.

- For testing you may find that turning the torque down on the motor (setup) to about 10 or 20% will go a long way to protecting the mechanical hardware till you get the direction, speed, end sensors, and scaling correct.
- Take the time to make sure the end limits are at the correct end. You can always trip them with a screw driver and make sure the drive stops moving in that direction.
This is where you can set the G5 Drive Parameters
**Tuning**
The best way to tune a servo motor is to create a small program to move the motor back and forth about one turn.
Then go to the “Data Trace Settings” and add a data trace. Add the MC_Axis001_VA1.Act.Pos, MC_Axis001_VA1.Act.Trq, MC_Axis001_VA1.Cmd.Pos variables. Turn the trace on and now you can see how the servo is performing.

**Auto Tune**
This is how you can auto tune. Auto tune works best on screw type drive systems. Low backslap and stiff.
You can watch the auto tune this way – same as above but select “Data Trace” instead of “Auto Tuning”.
You could also just use the “Data Trace” you setup above.
Locking the Project Down (Passwords and Backups)

Backup Configuration on the NJ

Backup to Laptop Program and All I/O Setup

Go online with NJ.

Notice that you can backup program and memory or just the variables.

![Backup Configuration on the NJ](image)

Notice that you can specify file name and location. You can specify what to backup including EtherCAT slave configuration data.

This backup takes a long time.
Backup Configuration on the NX Coupler
This is a future capability.

Backup All on the Memory Card
To Back-up the Program (no program tools) W501 Section 9-1-2
Insert SD card.
Set DIP switch pins 1-Off, 2-Off, 3-On, 4-Off
Press the button beside the SD card slot for 3 second. SD power indicator will flash. On 3 seconds off 0.5
seconds until it is done. The SD power light will turn off when done. Turn off all DIP switches.
To remove the memory card press the SD card PWR switch.

To Restore the Program
Turn off the NJ and EtherCAT slaves.
Insert SD card 9 (with backup program)
Set DIP switch to 1-Off, 2-Off, 3-On, 4-On
Turn on the NJ and EtherCAT slave power.
Backup file should be in the root directory.

The NJ Program Can Also Backup the Program and Data
To backup the program and all configuration data to the SD card on the NJ CPU you will use the
“BackupToMemoryCard” instruction. You do not have control of the file name so you will have to
change the directory name. Note that restore uses the root directory.
## Backup All on the Computer

### Password Protection

**NJ: Security**

Here is a good overview of the security options on an NJ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3-7-10 Security Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention of incorrect connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention of incorrect operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write protection of the CPU Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention of the theft of assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User program transfer with no restoration information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password protection for project files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Operation Authority Verification

Basically you can limit the access of the user to the program, online edit, etc. based on the user login. This is described in section 8-3-1 of the manual W504. This is where you set the user rights.

Passwords

Note: Administrator password cannot be bypassed or recovered.

W501 section 9-4
To Set and Reset the Project Password

When you open the projects you will see this page. Go to the left of the project name to edit the project properties as shown below and left click.

Next you will get this window so you can enter the password.
From then on when you try to open the project it will prompt you for the password.

To get rid of the password, go back to the edit properties for the project and disable the password protection.
Transfer the Program Without Source Data so it Cannot be Uploaded
This is the simplest way to prevent people from uploading your program out of the NJ.
Manual W501 section 9-4-2
CPU Unit Write Protection (Simple Protection with No Password)

This is a simple protection from people over writing the program. No password is used.

W501 section 9-4-3

First enable the protection in the NJ setup.

Then you can disable the protection in Sysmac Studio without a password.
**User Program Execution ID (Set CPU to Program – Prevents Wrong Program Transfer)**

W501 User Manual, Section 9-4-4. Every program has a “user program execution ID”. You can transfer the ID into the NJ so that it will only run that program. You can view edit the program. The most likely use of this feature is when more than one NJ is in the project and there is a possibility of the user transferring the wrong NJ program to the wrong NJ.

**CPU Unit Names**

Each CPU remembers its name and serial ID. If you try to transfer the wrong program the first thing the download will tell you is that the name or serial ID does not match. You can continue but you now know that this is not the CPU you sent the program to last time.

**Function Blocks**

A future enhancement.

**NA HMI Program**

At this time the NA program cannot be uploaded and therefore password protection is not needed.
Appendix A

Calculating Maximum EtherCAT I/O

We know:

Maximum number of slaves is 192
The maximum bytes per slave is 1434 bytes in and 1434 bytes out.
The maximum bytes per master is 5736 bytes in and 5736 bytes out.

Sysmac Studio Warns you if Scan Time Cannot be Met Due to I/O Size

Sysmac Studio Warns you if the I/O Count is Too High
NX Coupler

The number of I/O on each coupler is configurable so there is no fixed I/O size for each coupler. Sysmac Studio is good at showing us how many bytes and I/O have been used on each NX EtherCAT coupler as shown below.
G5 Servo Drive

The maximum packet size is 240 bits in (30 bytes) and 192 bits out (24 bytes). And Sysmac Studio shows how many bytes are being used by the G5 servo drive.
**MX2 Inverter Drive**

The maximum packet size is 320 bits (40 bytes in) and 320 bits out (40 bytes). Sysmac Studio will show the data size for each MX2.
Glossary

EtherNet/IP  An Ethernet based communication system using the CIP protocol. The NJ uses
EtherNet/IP  For NJ to computer, NJ to HMI, NJ to NJ, NJ to some IO and drives, communications.
Global Variable  This is a variable that should be accessible from many programs or devices.
Local I/O  I/O connected physically to the NJ CPU.
Local Variable  A variable that is only accessible from the program it was declared in.
NA  The Omron NA series of touch screens for use with NJ and CJ controllers.
NJ  The Omron NJ series CPU’s
Remote I/O  I/O connected to the CPU by a communication cable (example: EtherCAT)
Tags  Instead of using fixed numbering system for I/O the NJ uses a free allocation of memory and you
give each I/O or variable a name.
Task  The NJ series controller runs several tasks (Program and IO refresh) in a time slice manner. Each
task gets so many microseconds (μs) of time to execute then the processor moves on to the next task
(comes back to the current task later).
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